Dinosaur Activity Guide
Need some new dinosaur math ideas?
We are very excited to let you know about our new dinosaur math packs. These
packs are not lesson plans.
We have 26 dinosaur math activities which you can view for yourself below, the
instructions and printable pages will be available right after purchase!
View all 26 items included in our math pack below!
.
Activity 1: Dinosaur Counting Chip Cards
There are 10 pages of these cards, cut apart to make 20 game
cards; instructions will be in math activity guide.

Activity 2: Dinosaur Cut & Paste Worksheets
These worksheets are for the younger preschoolers learning to
count to number 4. There are 3 of these worksheets. Print
worksheets onto copy paper and cut out the 4 numbers and give
them to the child along with some paste or glue and have them
glue the correct numbers into the boxes.

Activity 3: Match Up Activity
Instructions for this number match up activity will
be in math activity guide.
This can also be printed out in black and white too
and then color the dinosaurs blue.

Activity 4: Pick Up Sticks Game
Instructions for this number match up activity
will be in math activity guide.
Same file used again, different activity than
number 3.
Activity 5: Fun Number Activity
Instructions for this number match up activity
will be in math activity guide.
Same file used again, different activity than number 2 and 3.
Activity 6: Dinosaur Lacing
Print out the page onto heavy paper such as white cardstock paper. You
will need a hand held hole punch and punch a few circles around the
outside edge of the circle. You will need a thick piece of yarn and you may
want to tie one end to one of the holes so the yarn doesn’t get lost.
When using yarn there is always a chance of strangulation be sure the yarn isn’t too long and
supervise the children closely with this activity.
To make the yarn like a needle so the children can push it through the holes you will now need
tape the other end of the yarn to make it sturdy to use like a needle. Show the children how to
lace the yarn through the holes around the seal.
This is a nice eye to hand coordination activity for preschoolers. Some other activities that offer
this skill would be stringing beads, puzzles, cutting, nesting toys, pegs and peg boards (these are
just a few) there are many other activities that offer eye to hand coordination.

Activity 7: Dinosaur - 12 Numbers In Circle
You will need 12 clothespins and white cardstock paper.
This activity can be printed out in black and white too and then color
the dinosaur green.

This is a fun circle time activity game or can be used during math time or placed into your math
area for children to do at a later time.
Print out the dinosaur card onto heavy paper such as white cardstock paper. This page can also
be printed out in white only, the green dinosaur is also done in black and white if you want to
print out the black and white page and then teacher can color the dinosaur.
You will need 10 clothespins. With a permanent marker teacher will need to write the number
one onto one of the clothespins, repeat with numbers 2, 3, 4 up to number 12.

Activity 8: Number Match Up
Instructions for this number match up activity will be in math activity guide.
This activity can be printed out in black and white too and then color the dinosaurs blue.
Activity 9: Number Match Up With Play Dough
Instructions for this number match up activity will be in math activity guide.
Same file as number 8, different activity.
Activity 10: Dinosaur Color – Pompom Match Up
This activity can be printed out in black and white also and then color the
dinosaurs.
Print out the dinosaurs onto heave paper such as white cardstock paper. There are 10
dinosaurs, (blue, yellow, white, red, green, purple, pink, brown, black and orange).
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 11: Dinosaur Number Puzzles
Print onto white cardstock paper, there are two puzzles on each page, cut
the puzzles apart, so you end up with 12 puzzles. Laminate the cards or
cover with clear contact paper to make them durable.

The numbers will need to be cut away from the dinosaurs, carefully cut apart on the dotted
lines, then have the children count the dinosaurs and match up to the number.
For younger preschool children you may want to print out two sets and cut one set apart and
leave the other set whole, place some dots of Velcro onto the front of the puzzle board and
onto the backs of the puzzle pieces (in same spots) so they will stick together as child places
them onto the puzzle board.

Activity 12: Dinosaur Egg Number Match Up
Print out all 12 dinosaurs and all 12 eggs onto
heavy paper such as white cardstock paper.
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.
This activity can be printed in black and white too and then color the dinosaurs and the eggs.

Activity 13: Can You Help Mr. Dino Find The Yummy Leaves - Game
Print game onto white cardstock paper. Collect the leaves that you land
on to give to the Mr. Dino at the end of the game.
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 14: Dinosaur Color Match Up
Print out the dinosaur color match up game cards and the matching dinosaur color cards onto white
cardstock paper.

Instructions for this activity will be in math activity
guide.
This activity can be printed out in black and white
also and then color the dinosaurs.

Activity 15: Dinosaur Worksheet Cut & Paste
This worksheet has dinosaurs numbered 1 to 12.
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 16: Dinosaur Numbers 5 through 9 Coloring Page
Print out the page onto copy paper, you will need one page per child.
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 17: Dinosaur Numbers
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.
This activity can be printed out in black and white also and then color the
dinosaur yellow.

Activity 18: Dinosaur – Small, Medium & Large
This activity can also be printed out in black and
white and then color the dinosaurs.
Print out the blue dinosaurs onto white cardstock
paper and cut them cut out. Match them up to the small, medium and large
page.
Or print out a few pages of the small, medium and large dinosaurs and have the children sort
the dinosaurs into 3 piles (small, medium and large).

Activity 19: Dinosaur Numbers – Fine Motor Activity
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 20: Don’t Wake The Dinosaurs Up – Game
You will need to print out the 12 blue dinosaurs.

This activity can be printed out in black and white also and then color the
dinosaurs blue.
Instructions for this activity will be in math activity guide.
You will also need to print out the cube die to be used with the dinosaur game, print onto
white cardstock paper.

Instructions for putting the cube die together will be in math activity guide.

Activity 21: How Many Dinosaurs?
These worksheets are for preschoolers learning to count to number 6. There
are 4 of these worksheets. Print worksheets onto copy.

Activity 22: Play Dough Mats
Print out the play dough mats onto white cardstock paper, they have 12 squares
on each mat that are different colors. The mats are blue, yellow, red, dark blue,
green, pink and white.
You can print out the white play dough mat and color the squares instead of
printing out the colored mats.
Instructions using this activity will be in math activity guide.

Activity 23: Trace The Number
Print onto copy paper, you will need one per child. Have the children trace the
numbers and color the dinosaur.

Activity 24: Twelve Big Dinosaurs - Rhyme
Print out the rhyme onto copy paper and hole punch down the side of the
pages on the left hand side and loose tie the pages together, or staple down
the left hand side (not recommended if children under 3 will be handling this).
Print out one copy and use for the classroom or print out one for each child
and have them color the pages.
If you do only one book for the classroom, have the children take turns coloring the pages and
writing their names on the pages they colored so later when you read the rhyme to the children
they can look at the page that they and their friends colored.
All of the items listed below are in order and are in the dinosaur printable
pages 2 file.
Activity 25: How Many Dinosaurs Worksheets
There are 2 worksheets counting up to 6. Print out the worksheets onto white
copy paper.

There are also 2 more worksheets for older preschool children that are counting
up to the number 12. There are 2 worksheets with dinosaur eggs for the children
to count and circle the correct number.

Activity 26: Numbers 1 – 12 With Circles
Print out the numbers onto white copy paper and have the children color the
numbers, they may want to put circle stickers onto the circles on the number or
reinforcement labels onto the circles.
The dot stickers or reinforcement stickers can be found at Wal-Mart in the office

section or any office store.
You may wanto to have the children use a (do a dot paint marker) and have them
dot the circles on the numbers.
There are 12 numbers.

Thank you for looking at our free sample!
All 26 items shown above are in our math pack for 9.99 on sale for half price 3
days only for 4.99
These packs are great for extra ideas to use during your dinosaur theme for your math activities.
We have a guide that will let you know how to use each of the math activities, the printable pages that
go along with the guide are in the other 2 files. So there is a total of 3 files to download.
Most of the color activities can also be printed out in black and white, to help you save on color ink
printing cost.

If you are looking for lesson plans and not for math ideas, then please check out our lesson
plans at www.adaycare.com and click on young toddler, toddler or preschool and you will taken
to our curriculum based lesson plans.

Please check back often as we will be adding more math packs for other themes
such as birds, apples, pumpkins, farm animals, zoo animals, hibernation, bugs, etc.
We will also be making literacy packs for different themes such as ocean, bugs,
birds, apples, pumpkins, farm animals, zoo animals, etc.
We hope you enjoy our new printable dinosaur math pack.
We also have lesson plans available for infants, young toddlers, toddlers and preschool.
http://www.adaycare.com/themes.html (preschool curriculum)
http://www.adaycare.com/tthemes.html (toddler curriculum)
http://www.adaycare.com/YoungToddler.html (younger toddler)
http://www.adaycare.com/InfantActivitiesCurriculum.html (Infant)
We have free samples of our lesson plans.

http://www.adaycare.com/sample.html
We have printable books for toddler and preschool children.
http://www.adaycare.com/Books.html
We also have a few cute preschool videos.
http://www.adaycare.com/Preschool-Videos.html
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